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Book Description:
Time to put your crazy ideas into form 

with the help of design tools  
to free your imagination & your thinking

There’s a magical mall set back on a side street and I found it. Now I’m the office 
manager. It’s a place where fairies sell bouncing cakes in the Bakery, tiny bugs rent 
mushrooms that fly in the Nursery department, and monsters that live under the bed 
are grown in the Invention Room. It is a place where creative ideas take form, and 
minds are stretched for HOPEFUL solutions with the help of design thinking. I invite 
you to join the mall as a Design Apprentice. 

The Idea Emporium mall houses unusual items that are jumping off points to un-
leashing the imagination in this fun, illustrated activity book created for adults to work 
alone or alongside kids or grandkids.

Design tools are introduced to be successful in the exercises. Stretch Your Mind ex-
amples are given for inspiration. Reg Tips help with blasting through creative blocks 
making the Idea Emporium a safe place to explore. Interaction is invited through 
watching videos, going on field trips, discussing tips, and further exploring through 
reading.

Grab a smock and let’s begin. There’s floating cupcakes that need to be decorated. 
And, oh no! Just got word that one of the baby monsters escaped from the Invention 
Room, so a new cage will need to be invented. Welcome designer!
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Format:
Chapter Format

Meet your bosses
Activity worksheets
Design Tool Lesson

Field Trip
Story Design Problem

Stretch Your Mind
Check-in with the Boss

Further Exploration
Discuss!
Watch!
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Table of Contents
Chapter 1: The Front Counter: Introductions
Meet Lady Hop Hop, who runs the front counter. Pick an object from the counter or 
glass case to lead you to your page activity to explore the different departments in the 
mall. 
 • Map of the Mall
 • Cast of Characters: The Bosses
 • Your Design Toolbox: Color, Line, & Shape
 • Introduction to Reg Tips
 • Field Trips and Explorer’s Sketchbook 
   Sample Exercises:
    a. Fairy cakes (Bakery dept.)
    b. Magic seeds (Nursery dept.) 
    c. Giraffe dress (Fashion dept.)
    e. Check in with Lady Hop Hop

Chapter 2: The Magical Plant Nursery Department
Meet your Boss, Two-Headed Basset Hound, Emmie 1 and Emmie 2
In the Nursery Department, plants are sold including Alien Botany from different planets. 
It’s classified and recorded as much research is done on each plant before it is sold as 
to avoid unnecessary accidents.

Express Through Line: Free Your Feelings & Ideas Through Line

 Exercises: 
 1. Story: Flying Mushrooms Room Video - Intro to Line
 2. Nursery Door - Doodle decorate
 3. Umbrellas and Mushrooms - Lesson in finding inspiration
 4. Magical Fairy Real Estate - Lesson in emphasis/focus using Line
 5. Wild Wavy Trees - Express feelings through Line
 6. Broken Butterfly Wings - Patterns and textures with Line
 7. Caterpillars - Drawing movement
 8. Movement and Exploring Calder’s Birds: Exploring movement
 9. Alien Botany - Line with character and artist Miro’s simple lines
 10. Growing Alien Botany in Pots - Lines filling forms
 11. Alien Botany Planet - Drawing environments 
 12. Think out of the Box planters - Breaking through the border
 13. Flying Mushroom Room Classifications
 14. Field Trip: Alexander Calder Wire Online Exhibits
 15. Inspiration sheet: Gardens and This Beautiful Fantastic
 16. Challenge: Does drawing movement create movement in your life?
 17. Reg Tip & Discuss: “Let things grow in the time it needs to grow”
 18. Check in with the two Emmies and Further Exploration  
 
 
 
 

110+ 
pages
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Chapter 3: The Fairy Bakery Department
Meet Marjorie K. Fairy & Reg, Assistant Bakers 
The crows work in the bakery for shiny things. An occasional chocolate rabbit helps 
with the donut production and delivery, and Reg, Marjorie’s best friend, assists. The 
goods baked here are a bit unusual, like, bouncing cakes, and Underwater Lollipops.

Play with Color While Stretching Your Ideas Further Than Ever Before

 Exercises:
 1. Cupcake Counter - Play with design choices
 2. Lesson in Color Choices -- The color wheel
 3. Decorate the Cupcakes - Using analogous colors
 4. Candied Forest Apples - Colors from Nature
 5. Bouncing Cakes - Seeing many shades of yellow
 6. The Soda Fountain - Lesson in mood + color
 7. Donut Fridays - 
  Draw a donut
  Brainstorm List Tool
  Theme Donut
 7. Creativity Ingredients
 8. Story: Chocolate Bunny Quarantine - design a creative cage
 9. Watch! Be Careful What You Wish For animated short
 10. Field Trip: The Donut Shop
 11. Challenge: Licorice and try a different color
 12. Inspiration Sheet: Willy Wonka and Candy Shops
 13. Reg Tip & Discuss: No sit in the hole thinking
 14. Check in with Marjorie and Further Exploration, including, Design  
 Seeds and Josef Albers
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Chapter 4: The Fashion Department
Meet Clarice the Trendy Giraffe
Clarice runs the Fashion Department in the Invention Room. She’s very particular 
where things go and how clothes are folded, and she is a bit near-sighted probably 
because her head is very high up from the ground. The Fashion Department caters to 
unusual customers who might not find clothes elsewhere, which causes a great deal of 
design problem challenges. 
Exploring Shape and Working with Big Ideas within Limits
 
 Exercises:
 1. Many ways to dress a giraffe - Intro to silouettes and shapes
 2. Lesson in Communicating through Shapes - Round vs. square
 3. Model Forms & Alligator Sweaters - Who is your client
 4. Form Follows Function lesson - Designs must work
 5. Turtle Hats - Proportions
 6. Cake Hat Designer - Example of unusual shapes
 7. Newspaper dresses - Reinvent a shape
 8. Dresses for Fairies - Doodle shape stories
 9. Balloon Fashion & Balloon Dogs - Designs that don’t last long
 10. Nests as Hats & Headpieces- Unconventional forms
 11. Inspiration & Fairy Shoes: Manolo shoes and shoe designing
 12. Story: Clarice and her Missing Glasses; Grafitti her dress
 13. Watch: Project Runway Unconventional Challenge compilation
 14. Field Trip: MURALS on walls (Online) in San Francisco
 15. Inspiration Sheet: BALLOONS
 16. Reg Tip and Discuss: “Tell me how it will work, not how it won’t”
 17. Check in with Clarice and Further Exploration
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Chapter 5: The Invention Room
Meet ZoZo, who runs the Invention Room Lab 
In the Invention Room we experiment! Thinking like a designer is all about being 
willing to experiment and play. Much like being a scientist in a lab, experimenting 
is necessary to come up with ideas, make mistakes and see what works and what 
does not and come up with new solutions.

 Exercises:
 1. Growing Monsters Under the Bed- video
 2. Interview a Monster - Coming up with ideas
 3. Monster Coloring Sheet - Coloring warm-up
 4. Fill up a page of monsters - Basquiat inspiration sketches
 6. Wish Upon a Star Potions - Coming up with potion ideas  
 7. Fantastical Flying Shoes - Idea matches design
 8. Doors to Wild Places - Theme exploration & play with doors
 9. Angry Stuffed Animals Bad Mood Stuffies - A different take
 10. Rose Fish inventions -- Unusual combinations
 11. Googly birds silly gooses and eggs - How to hatch an egg
 12. Story: Escaping monster needs a cage
 13. Field Trip: Tinkering Lab in the Exploratorium
 14. Inspiration Sheet: This Beautiful Fantastic movie 
 15. Watch: This is Not What I Expected
 16. Reg Tip & Discuss: “The best ideas come from play”
 17. Check in with Zozo and Further Exploration, including, 
 The Art  of Tinkering, and Anna Hoyle, fake book designer

 

Appendixes:
Web interaction invitation
Book 2: Drawing Made Approachable
Lesson guide for schools or groups
About the author 
 
 
 

Artist/Writer & Store Manager Bio: 
Ronni Rose Swanson, Designing Fairy

I’m uniquely qualified to create this book. I love innovative teaching 
methods that provide tools while students have fun learning. I call it 
my Rubber Ducky Theory (see next page). 

 •Experienced teacher: Over two decades of teaching adults and  
 children, and Certified College Art Teacher 

 •Interactive Learning with Immersive Storytelling: Graduate 
 Certification Degree in Education Technology and Media Design,
 Current Graduate student (Masters in Education Transformation) 

 •Published artist of children’s activity books: Word Swirls (Ele- 
 ment Children’s Books) and Cooking Art (Gryphon House)

 •Online School & Curriculum Creator: Innovative ten-year old   
 international online school, Fairy Online School (2005-2015)

 •Trained artist: Art degrees in Communication Design and Fine Art,  
 and twenty+ years as a freelance designer

Previously authored books/products:
• Word Swirls (Element Children’s Books, 2000)
• Cooking Art (illustrations), (Gryphon House, 1997)
• Help! I’m Sensitive (Designing Fairy, 2011)
• Speak Woof & Meow (Designing Fairy, 2013) 
• Healing Fairy Alphabet Deck (Designing Fairy, 2015) 
• Comfort Cards for Transitions (Designing Fairy, 2016) 
• Your Turtle Shell (Designing Fairy, 2016)

Included in:
• 1000 Art Journal Pages by Dawn Sokol
 (Quarry books, 2008)
• 1000 Dog Portraits by Robynne Ray (Rockport, 2014)
• Somerset Studio magazine Last Page Column (Dec 2014, 
March 2015)
• Coloring Studio magazine (2016)
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Rubber Ducky Theory

When I was a little fairy, I was forced to take baths after a long day of play. To 
make the chore more enjoyable swimming alongside the rubber ducky was a 
host of tiny plastic creatures who lived in a water world. The bath came alive 
with stories and I didn’t even notice I was also getting clean.

In elementary school I had to take a Speech class for my growing buck front 
teeth. I confused the sounds of F and TH. The teacher for that class had a 
BRILLIANT teaching style. We kept our exercises and notes in a black com-
position notebook that made Speech class less of a burden and an embar-
rassment, and more of an adventure. There were hidden pockets and flaps, 
and pictures from magazines were alongside the exercise pages stapled in, 
and we wrote stories and doodled pictures in the margins. When we turned in 
the notebook once a week the teacher’s red pen wrote words of encourage-
ment, not criticism: “Keep it going,” and “This is a great try” for the slightest 
effort.

Later as an adult teacher creating my own
online school these experiences formed my belief 
about learning: even the mundane can be fun,
and when you learn with fun you don’t realize
how much more you are integrating and learning
because the process is highly enjoyable.
This is my Rubber Duck Theory. 
By immersing themselves into the world and 
story of the Idea Emporium readers
integrate design thinking into everyday life 
and form new solutions.

This is
Zozo. He runs
the Invention
Room.

Marketing:                  A step beyond the Coloring Books

Market Benefits:
 • Interactive Book and Web Mix
 • Crossover appeal and multi-audience 
 • Video storytelling tie-in
 • Magical appeal for the Harry Potter fans
 • Hopeful and Positive in today’s hopeless view 

Today, activity books are on the rise! There are several bookstands dedicated solely to doodle and activity 
books in Barnes and Noble due to their popularity. Anything that is light and upbeat during crazy times has 
great appeal, as well as, learning that is presented in a fun manner.

Cross-marketing and age group: The audience for this book is for creative adults redefining them-
selves at midlife, and for adults playing alongside the children in their life. This is a book families can work 
through together.

What makes this book stand out: 

I. I believe that many of the books on the shelf are missing that personal connection, and story connects 
people. 

II. There are many simple drawing doodle books where children complete drawings that are saturating 
the market right now, and any books with an interesting variation will be scooped right up. This book is 
like those on steroids. It offers a step further with actual instructional activities where readers can design 
different items and stretch their imagination while learning design skills along the way.

• Creative Marketing Ideas Include: 
 • Instagram video clips, Engagement exercises, & Reg tips 
 • Blog posts each Tuesday about Imagination and Creativity
 • Tie-in and giveaway with Caran D’Ache Crayons 
 • I have created a Facebook Group for the Idea Emporium Audience that has tripled in a month
 • Teach workshops in places like the Exploratorium in San Francisco, Idea Museum, etc.
 * Mentions and Contests in Doodlersanoymous, Bored Panda, Big Kids Magazine, etc.
 * Free ebook on Facebook

Author Marketing Strengths:

• Once the book is out, I intend to hire someone to grow followers and reach this audience by doing that legwork. I want 
an expert on board in that area. I know my strengths are in engagement one on one, building relationships, and posting 
quality material. 

• My other strength is in audience building on a blog through my writing. I had one blog for five years for my other book, 
Help I’m Sensitive, that grew large enough to build and grow an online school and still sell books after seven years. 

• My third marketing strength is in teaching the material in person through workshops, school visits and engaging lectures.

• And finally, the tiny videos I create for the book are different and stand out on the medias I have them on: Instagram and 
Facebook, pulling in the intended audience.  
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Competing Books
1. The Imaginary World of... (Penguin, 2014, 192 pages)
by Keri Smith
“Readers start by creating a list of everything to which they’re drawn...the items in the list will become the building 
blocks for their imaginary worlds”

Each page gives you a different task to complete your imaginary world, and tasks are random and not connected to 
each other. My book includes design skills, and each task builds on those skills to the next creating a congruent and 
finished product: the mall.  

2. 642 Tiny Things to Draw Journal (Chronicle, 2015, 304 pages)
by Chronicle
“This pocket-sized drawing journal is packed with just as much clever, imaginative fun as the original bestselling 642 
Things to Draw. All 642 drawing prompts invite doodlers to draw teeny-tiny things—from “a keyhole” and “a marble” 
to “an atom” and “your house, from space.” 

This popular book series provides drawing prompts for an excuse to draw. My book goes way beyond drawing 
prompts encouraging creative problem-solving, stretching the imagination, coming up with doable ideas and learning 
design. 

3. Illustration School (Quarry, 2010-15, 112 pages)
by Sachiko Umoto
“This book is for artists and crafters of all skill levels that want to bring their own illustrations to their work. It offers 
both entertaining and fun drawing instruction and techniques along with inspiring and sweet unique-style characters 
and elements.”

I am a big fan of this series, but I’d like to expand upon it. Drawing is learned by copying her drawings. My book 
encourages students to create their own original designs, as well as, offering older students more skill-building exer-
cises.  

4. Archi-Doodle (Laurence King, 2013, 160 pages)
by Steven Bowkett
“This innovative book is the first to provide a fun, interactive way to learn about architecture. 

This book is closer to the format of my book, but I found the exercises to be too advanced for most children. My book 
is more approachable--easier for younger readers at same time older readers--and the emphasis is towards fantasy/
imagination and stretching your ideas vs. realism.

5. 20 Ways to Draw a Jellyfish and 44 Other Amazing Sea Creatures: A Sketch-
book for Artists, Designers, and Doodlers (2015, 96 pages)
by Trina Dalziel  (Author)
“This inspiring sketchbook, part of the 20 Ways series from Quarry Books, designed to offer artists, designers, and 
doodlers a fun and sophisticated collection of illustration fun. 

This is a series of “20 Ways” books that are for doodling purposes. Like many books on the market, it is relatively 
simple. My book hopes to expand upon this market and give them the next step in designing their own drawings. 
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I’ve been collecting activity books for years. I’ve been doing this practice visualizing my own books on the shelf, as 
well as, playing with them for my own enjoyment. I consider these authors my mentors and inspiration. I like to an-
alyze books to improve upon what I create by learning from the best, so this is a Pros and Cons list of these books 
from my current collection and the top books in the market that are comparable to my book. 

 Sample Chapter (attached)

 Visit the Website:
 www.ideaemporiumbook.com 

 Big Vision:
 
 • Book 2: Approachable and fun approach to drawing
 • Educational Game Applications for The Idea Emporium
 • Active interactive website
 • Animated short movies
 • Series of work books for other departments 
 • A design curriculum for alternative schools
 • Storybooks based on the Idea Emporium
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